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Presidents Corner
Welcome to the New Year.
Many signs are pointing to an improving housing market in 2018
and it is now we need to prepare for the busy season ahead.

INSIDE THIS ISSUE

Back in 2011, then C.A.H.I. President Pete Petrino wrote “When
things are slow, as they have been for some time now, this is the
time to sharpen your tools, and get prepared; the most important tool
is your knowledge. Your strongest competitor is probably the most
informed, BE that competitor. Take care of the business end of your
business, get your taxes done early, clean out the old files, do all
the jobs that you were going to do when you get the time, that
would be now.”
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These words are apt as we all know we have room for improvement.
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In the upcoming weeks and months we intend to provide members
the type and quality of education that is both desired and needed.
Scott Monforte works very hard at lining up speakers for us and has
been doing this for almost ten years. His energy, dedication and
service is commendable.
Let’s give Scott a hand in lining up future seminars.
C.A.H.I. will pay $25 to any member who provides us with a guest
speaker for a seminar.
Presentations by C.A.H.I. members will be paid $200 as long as they
meet the CTDPC requirements for course approval. (See me if you
are interested.)
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Meeting Dates!
January 24th
Spray-On Insulation
Presented by:

Dr. Energy Saver

MONTHLY MEETINGS – Details & Info
CAHI’s regular monthly meetings are held at the Best Western located at
201 Washington Ave (RT 5), North Haven. Meetings are free to members.
Most meetings are on the fourth Wednesday of the month from 7-9pm.
Guests are always welcome! Guests may attend 2 free monthly meetings
to experience our presentations, meet our members, and receive a
CE attendance certificate.
Joining CAHI may be done at anytime of the year through our Membership Page

February 28th- TBD
March 28th
Exterior Siding
Presented by:

Certain Teed
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Our market place is always changing and we adapt. Information that we share can be very useful to our
members that make up approximately 20% of Licensed Home Inspectors and Interns in CT. Al Dingfelder,
has agreed to develop an updated survey to help us better understand where the best CT Home Inspectors
stand on various issues. Topics could include, marketing and lead generation, insurance, tools, report
generation and what ever else we want to know. If you have old survey information, questions you would
like answers to, or new information needs; please pass these on to Al Dingfelder as ading5@aol.com. He
will trying to put this together for February or March.
Let’s hope that 2018 is everyone’s most profitable year ever and let’s help each other reach our goals.
Enjoy The New Year
Bill

Home Inspection Law Seminar

Presenter:
Kent Mawhinney
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Common Deck
Stair Defects
Build deck stairs according to best
practices rather than code to protect
your customers and avoid liability
by Bruce Barker

A

PHOTOS: BRUCE BARKER

s an ASHI home inspector, I inspect
decks every day. Most have multiple
defects, which is to be expected on older
decks. But I also find serious problems
with recently built decks, which is less
understandable. In particular, I like to
focus on stairs, because of the role they
play in deck safety.
Indoors or out, stairs are one of the
most dangerous systems anywhere in a
building. Falls involving stairs can result
in serious personal injury; that’s where
the big money is for attorneys. On a deck,
stairs are third (behind ledger detachment and guard failures) in terms of
number of injuries suffered.

Stairs Built Right
Interior and exterior stairs share almost
all of the same requirements. If anything,
deck builders should be more careful
about applying current safety and struc-
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tural standards to exterior stairs because
they are subject to environmental conditions that may exacerbate safety and
structural problems.
But which standards apply? It’s best
to think of building codes as minimum
standards, not as the standards for contractors who build quality decks. Keep
in mind that even when a deck complies
with a local building code, the code official who inspects it is not responsible for
ensuring that the deck is safe.
To improve safety and to reduce liability risk, deck builders should follow current best practices as presented
in the latest edition of DCA 6, the
American Wood Council’s Prescriptive
Residential Wood Deck Construction Guide.
Accordingly, I define “defect” as a failure
to comply with these best practices. In
fact, since a deck that passes local code
inspection may still be unsafe, I believe
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Common Deck Stair Defects

LANDING > 3 FT. IN
DIRECTION OF TRAVEL
TREADS
>10 IN.

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
TREAD DEPTHS AND
RISER HEIGHTS < 3 /8 IN.

RISERS
< 7 3 /4 IN.

ANGLED STAIR
STRINGER
CONNECTOR

CLOSE RISERS OR LIMIT
OPENING SO THAT 4 IN.
DIAMETER SPHERE WILL
NOT PASS
EXTEND STRINGER
SUPPORT POST AS
GUARD POST IF STAIR
GUARD IS REQUIRED,
SECURE USING 1/2 IN.
BOLTS WITH WASHERS

Figure 1. Shown here are
recommended standards
for deck stair stringers,
risers, treads, landings,
and the components
that support them. If you
are building deck stairs
differently, you may be
building unsafe stairs.

< 5 IN.
LANDING > 3 FT. IN
DIRECTION OF TRAVEL

OPTIONAL POST
> 4X4 TO EXTEND
STRINGER LENGTH,
BOLT A POST TO
EACH STRINGER

ALL STRINGERS
< 2 X12

> 12 IN OR
BELOW FROST
DEPTH.

> 6 IN.

ROUND FOOTING > 12 IN. DIAMETER
SQUARE FOOTING > 10 IN.

2 X 4 BLOCKING
SUPPORTS STRINGERS
SECURE USING (8) #8
SCREWS OR (8) 16D
THREADED NAILS

> 6 FT. FOR CUT STRINGERS > 13 FT. - 3IN. FOR SOLID STRINGERS

Figure 2. Allowing the toe
of the seat cut to be the
only part of the stringer
that bears on the landing
can cause the stringer
to shear along the wood
grain. At least 11⁄ 2 inches
of the heel of the seat cut
should bear on the landing.

that DCA 6 should be the standard to
which all decks are built regardless of
what might be allowed by local building codes.

Stringers
Before getting into deck stair defects,
let’s look at how DCA 6 recommends
that stairs should be built, starting with
the stringers, risers, treads, landings,
and the components that support them
(Figure 1). When I’m evaluating a deck
stair, this is where I start.
Stringers typically have two bearing
points, with the plumb (vertical) cut
bearing on a rim joist or on a beam, and
the seat (horizontal) cut bearing on—
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at minimum—a solid landing. To help
resist both vertical and lateral loads,
stringers require proper support and
attachment at these bearing points.
Without proper support, vertical loads
(gravity) can pull the stringers down
from their bearing points, while lateral
(horizontal) loads can pull the stringers
away from their bearing points. Most
builders worry more about vertical
loads, but lateral loads are also a frequent cause of a deck stair failure: The
fasteners withdraw from the bearing
point, then gravity takes over.
Seat cut. DCA 6 recommends supporting the stringers using posts that bear on
footings, but this is an installation detail

that I can’t recall ever seeing. If there is
good stringer bearing on a solid landing,
and if the stringers are restrained against
lateral movement, I usually declare victory and move on. But I live in a warm
climate, where we don’t have to worry
about frost heaves that could move the
stringers and loosen the connection at
the plumb cut. Those who build decks
in cold climates should consider using
the DCA 6 details.
It’s best if the entire stringer seat cut
bears on a solid landing, but at minimum, at least 11⁄ 2 inches of the seat-cut
heel should bear on the landing. Allowing
the toe of the seat cut to be the only part
of the stringer that bears on the landing
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Figure 3. Stringers require adequate
bearing on either a rim joist or a
dropped header. Without it, the risk
is that the stringer will split along the
grain (left). The photo on the far left is
new construction that was approved
by the local building inspector.

Figure 4. Nails driven through a dropped header into the end grain of a stringer (above left) have minimal resistance to
withdrawal. Toenailed stringers are less susceptible to withdrawal, but the connection can still fail as the framing ages
and is structurally compromised (above center). At a cost of a few dollars each for the connectors and recommended
fasteners, the most cost-effective way to hang a stringer is with metal hardware. But this one (above right) has been
installed incorrectly, since the stringer isn’t fully bearing on the connector seat. Another red flag: drywall screws instead
of approved connector fasteners.

can cause the stringer to shear along the
wood grain (Figure 2).
Plumb cut. For maximum plumb-cut
bearing and fastening area, the ideal
stringer position has the top tread even
with the deck f looring, which allows
the stringer plumb cut to fully bear on
the rim joist or beam. This location
makes installing the stair guards and
handrails more difficult, however, so
it’s more common to see the top tread
dropped one riser below the deck flooring. Unfortunately, I’ve found that this
often leads to unsafe attachment details
with inadequate bearing that can allow
the stringer to shear along the grain
(Figure 3).

www.deckmagazine.com

Stringer attachment. One of the most
serious deck stair defects is a poor connection between the stringers and the
deck. Failure at this important connection is common, particularly when
the stringers have been nailed to the
framing, because nails are subject to
withdrawal.
For example, I often see stringers fastened to a dropped header with nails
driven into the stringers’ end grain
(Figure 4). If the stringers are also bearing on—but not attached to—a landing
and have no other attachment to resist
lateral loads, the nails will do little to
prevent the stringers from pulling away
from the framing. If the stringers are

bearing on the ground, the problem is
even worse.
Sometimes the stringers are toenailed
to the deck framing, an attachment
method where the nails aren’t quite as
subject to withdrawal. Sometimes this
method works—if an adequate quantity
of the correct nails is properly installed
(there are rules about how to correctly
install toenails), and if the wood and the
nails maintain their integrity over the life
of the deck. That is a lot of ifs.
To avoid extra work and eliminate
drop headers, end-nailing, toenailing,
and other questionable stringer connection methods, DCA 6 recommends
the use of metal hardware specifically
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Common Deck Stair Defects
Figure 5. A 2x12 stringer has a
maximum unsupported span of
6 feet. These stairs are likely to
deflect and cause the stringers to
either pull loose from the framing
or shear along the grain (far left). The
problem is made worse with overcut
notches, which weaken a stringer.
The minimum recommended depth
of the uncut portion of the stringer is
5 inches, as measured to the closest
saw kerf, and not the notch itself.

Figure 6. Stairs that are higher than
30 inches off the ground are subject
to the same guidelines as railings,
so avoid open risers that permit the
passage of a 4-inch-diameter sphere.

designed for stringers, such as Simpson
Strong-Tie’s LSCZ or LSSU connectors.
At a cost of a few dollars each for the
connectors and recommended fasteners,
this is the most cost-effective stringer
connection method.
But in order to provide both the vertical and lateral support for the stringers, these connectors must be installed
according to manufacturer’s instructions. For example, stringers should fully
bear on the connector seats. Screws are
not allowed—unless specifically allowed
by manufacturer’s instructions, and then
only manufacturer-supplied screws may
be used. Deck screws and drywall screws
are not allowed. Finally, the round and
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oblong holes are there for a reason: They
are saying, “Put a fastener here.”
Stringer construction. Almost all
stringers on deck stairs are cut stringers. The two most common cut-stringer
defects that I see are overspanning and
overcutting.
The minimum recommended size for
a deck stair stringer is 2x12, which has a
maximum recommended unsupported
span of 6 feet. Often this maximum
span is dangerously exceeded, resulting
in overspanned stringers that will deflect
and cause the connection at the deck to
pull loose and fail. In some cases, overspanned stringers may shear along the
wood grain (Figure 5).

The minimum recommended depth
of the uncut portion of the stringer is
5 inches. The measurement is to the saw
kerf, and it’s common to find stringers with dangerously overcut notches.
Stringers that are overcut have the
same potential failures as overspanned
stringers. In both cases, they can be
repaired by installing intermediate
support posts.

Risers and Treads
In both DCA 6 and the 2015 IRC,
requirements for riser height and
tread depth are 73⁄4 inches (max.) and
10 inches (min.) respectively, though
local requirements vary. These measure-
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Common Deck Stair Defects

HANDRAIL HEIGHT MAY EXCEED
38 IN. HERE WHEN TRANSITION
FITTING IS USED

4

2

3

Figure 7. Here are the
recommended standards
for deck stair guards,
which are subject to the
same requirements as
interior stairs.

1

LANDING

LANDING

5

FLIGHT 2

6
LANDING
LANDING

LANDING

1. GUARD HEIGHT > 36 IN.
2. STAIR GUARD HEIGHT >34 IN. AND <38 IN.
MEASURED TO LINE CONNECTING TREADS
3. STAIR GUARD MUST CONTINUE BECAUSE
STAIRS ARE ONE FLIGHT WITH NO LANDING

FLIGHT 1

HANDRAIL NOT REQUIRED WHEN
FLIGHT OF STAIRS < 3 RISERS.
GUARD NOT REQUIRED WHEN
FLIGHT OF STAIRS < 30 IN. ABOVE
ADJACENT SURFACE.

4. GUARD OPENING MUST NOT PASS 4 IN. DIAMETER SPHERE
5. STAIR GUARD OPENING MUST NOT PASS
4 3 /8 IN. DIAMETER SPHERE
6. INTERSECTION OF BOTTOM RAIL, RISER, AND TREAD MUST
NOT PASS 6 IN. DIAMETER SPHERE

Figure 8. Bottom guard
rails on stairs should be
oriented close enough to
the tread nosings so that
a 6-inch-diameter sphere
will not pass through the
triangle created by the riser,
tread, and rail (far left).
Wooden stair guard posts
should be located so that
the span between posts
(as measured horizontally)
is no more than 6 feet. This
is a new deck that passed
inspection (left).

ments are taken at the leading edge of
the treads.
To me, the more important safety issue
is that the riser heights and tread depths
be uniform. Risers or treads that vary
more than 3⁄8 inch between any two risers or treads create a fall hazard, because
people become accustomed to a certain feel when using stairs. A variance
can cause someone to lose balance and
fall. The most common location for a
large variance between riser heights is
at landings.
Many deck builders seem to be
unaware that open risers allowing a
4-inch-diameter sphere to pass through
are not permitted on stairs that are more
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than 30 inches above grade (or the floor
below) (Figure 6). This is a common
defect in older decks, but I often find it
on newer decks too.

Guards
Guards for deck stairs share the same
requirements as guards for interior stairs
(Figure 7). Two of the more common
stair-guard defects I see include failing
to install vertical infill components so
that a 43⁄8 -inch-diameter sphere will not
pass through, and failing to install the
guard bottom rail so that a 6-inch-diameter sphere will not pass through the triangle created by riser, tread, and guard
bottom rail (Figure 8).

In addition, 4x4 wood support posts
for stair guards should be installed so
that they are no more than 6 feet apart.
Post spacing must be measured horizontally, not along the length of the guard.
Guard posts must be able to withstand
a 200-lb. load in any direction. The easiest way to comply with this requirement is to install hold-down connectors,
especially at the top of the stairs, following the manufacturer’s instructions
(Figure 9).
Posts should never be notched around
the framing, because that practice
increases the odds that the post will
develop cracks that originate in the corner of the notch and run parallel to the
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Common Deck Stair Defects

GUARD POST
> 4 X4

THREADED NAILS
OR SCREWS

HOLD-DOWN ANCHOR INSTALLED PER
MANUFACTURER’S INSTRUCTIONS

Figure 9. A strong
connection between guard
posts and deck framing
is critical to deck safety.
Shown here is an example
of a connection made with
a metal hold-down anchor.

> 2 IN.

> 2 1/2 IN.
AND < 5 IN.

1/2 IN. DIAMETER
BOLTS WITH WASHERS

> 2 IN.

DECK JOIST
RIM JOIST > 2 X 8

Figure 10. Avoid notched
posts, which may develop
cracks originating in the
corner of the notch and
running parallel to the
grain, which weakens the
post (far left).

Figure 11. Though
common, 2x4 handrails are
not considered graspable
and should be avoided.

grain, weakening the post (Figure 10).
If the bottom guard post extends
below grade and also supports the stair
stringer, a pair of 1⁄ 2 -inch-diameter hotdipped galvanized machine bolts (not
carriage bolts) with washers on each
end can be used to fasten the post to the
stringer. This same detail can be used
with intermediate stair guard posts.

Handrails
Like deck stair guards, deck stair handrails share the same requirements as
for interior stairs, including requirements for a graspable shape and termination in a post or a return. This means
that very few deck handrails comply

22

with code or best practices, including
those with typical 2x4 and 5/4 rail caps
(Figure 11). A 2x4 handrail is not graspable, especially by children and others with small hands, the elderly, and
those with impaired mobility—the people who need a safe, graspable handrail
the most.
Deck stair handrails should also be
continuous from above the top tread
or landing to above the last tread in the
flight of stairs, and terminate in a return
or into a support post. If the guard is
properly installed otherwise (which
it often isn’t), the easiest fix for most
handrail problems is to install a separate graspable handrail.

Landings
A solid landing that is at least as wide as
the stairs and at least 36 inches deep in
the direction of travel should be located
at the top and bottom of each f light
of stairs.
Finally, a flight of stairs should not rise
vertically more than 147 inches without
a landing. If an intermediate landing
is required or desired, the intermediate landing is a small deck, and should
be built as such, including appropriate
footings, posts, and bracing. ❖
Bruce Barker is a licensed contractor and certified ICC inspector. He owns Dream Home
Consultants, in Cary, N.C.
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As Temperatures Drop, Risk of Carbon
Monoxide Poisoning Rises
Now that CT residents have turned on the heat in their homes, it is especially important to remember
about the dangers of carbon monoxide gas. Everyone who uses oil, natural gas, liquid propane, or
wood and pellet stoves should make sure that their heating system has been cleaned and inspected
within the last year. If the burning of fuel is incomplete, carbon monoxide gas can form and build up
in your home.
The deadly gas has no odor or warning properties. A carbon monoxide alarm is the only way to know
if it is building up in your home. If you have a carbon monoxide alarm, it is important to test it to make
sure that it works. If you don’t have one, now is the time to purchase one. Make sure to place the
carbon monoxide alarm in your living space, preferably close to bedrooms or where you spend the
most time. You can also place another carbon monoxide alarm in the basement near the furnace as
an early warning signal. Even if you heat your home with electricity instead of burning fuel, if you use a
portable generator or a stationary home backup generator during a power outage, it is very important
to have a working carbon monoxide alarm in your living space because the deadly gas can enter your
home by getting in around window casings, door frames, and any penetrations through outside walls.
Sometimes it is hard to tell if you have early symptoms of carbon monoxide poisoning, because those
symptoms can resemble the flu- headache , feeling light headed, and sleepiness are common to
both illnesses. If there are other people in the house and a number of them develop these symptoms
around the same time, carbon monoxide gas may be seeping into your living space. The longer you
are exposed, the more dangerous it is. Carbon monoxide quickly gets into the bloodstream, where
it replaces oxygen. If not treated quickly, it can cause brain damage and death. If you think you may
have carbon monoxide poisoning, get people and pets out of the house immediately. Once outside,
call 911 from a cell phone or neighbor’s house.
Carbon monoxide alarms are required in all Connecticut public and private school buildings and in
certain one and two family homes that have a building permit for new occupancy issued on or after
October 1, 2005. If you are buying or selling a one or two family home that has a building permit for
new occupancy issued before October 1, 2005, the seller must provide an affidavit certifying that
either the home is equipped with working carbon monoxide detection and warning equipment, or, that
there is no exposure source- specifically, no fuel-burning appliance, fireplace, or attached garage.
Specific questions about required placement of carbon monoxide detection and warning equipment,
and about battery vs. hardwiring or other technologies should be directed to your local building
official or local fire marshal.
For more information about the dangers of carbon monoxide, contact your local health
department, or the CT Department of Public Health at 860-509-7740, or visit our website
at http://www.ct.gov/dph/CO .
Click HERE for a Second article from CDC on CO
https://www.cdc.gov/dotw/carbonmonoxide/index.html
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How to Insulate Attic Flooring

What You’ll Need
•
•
•
•

Loose or roll insulation 		
Protective clothing 		
Gloves 				
Tape measure Scissors

•
•
•
•

Insulation blower
Face mask
Caulking (optional)
Plastic sheeting

Installing insulation in your attic can save you money on energy bills by reducing the amount of
heat lost through your roof. While you could hire a professional to complete the project, you can
save even more money by doing it yourself. Check out these simple steps to begin.

Step 1 – Measure the Dimensions
To make sure you purchase the right amount of insulation material for the job, you should carefully
measure the attic’s flooring area. Decide whether you’d like to use loose or rolled insulation, as
they both have their own pros and cons.
Examining the Floor
While measuring, you can also examine the attic floor to see if there are any gaps or cracks that
could make installing insulation less effective. Fix any of these gaps or cracks with caulking before
continuing.

Step 2 – Prepare the Attic
After gathering all the necessary tools and materials, you must correctly prepare the space. Move
any portable items away from the area, and clean the attic of any dust and debris. If the light in the
attic is insufficient, you should put some temporary lighting in place before you begin.
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Step 3 – Install the Insulation
Warning: Many types of insulation contain materials that can irritate your skin and respiratory
system. Protect yourself with clothing that covers all of your body, gloves, and a face mask
before continuing.
Installing Rolls of Insulation
For rolls of insulation, begin at the outer wall and lay the moisture barrier down against the floor
surface. Tuck in the edges of the material against the joists, and unfurl it along the space between
them. Without stretching it, carefully pass the insulation beneath any power cables. If the roll is
longer than the space, use a pair of scissors to cut it before tucking all the edges against the joists.
Continue in this manner throughout the attic, and don’t forget to do the same with the top of the
access hatch. Ensure that you leave a gap of at least 3 inches between the insulation and any
lighting fixtures to eliminate fire risks.
Installing Loose Insulation
If the joists in your attic are of a sufficient height, and there isn’t a fan installed, you can use loose
insulation. Pour the loose material over the attic floor, so that it’s as evenly distributed as possible. Use a gloved hand to spread the material beneath cables and pipes. You could also use an
insulation blower to evenly distribute the cellulose insulation. However, you can’t use this type of
insulation for the top of the access hatch, so attach a piece of blanket insulation there, instead.

Step 4 – Clean Up
Make sure that any insulation stays in your attic, and that it doesn’t transfer to the rest of your
home. Bag up any excess insulation before taking it out of the attic, and change your clothes. Do
not wash the clothes you used to install the insulation in with your normal laundry.
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Review: Buildings Don’t Lie
By Clayton DeKorne

Anyone working in any capacity on residential or commercial
buildings of any size should read Buildings Don’t Lie. It’s not the
easiest read, to be sure. It’s dense in the sense that it is packed
solid with information and takes a diligent effort on the part of
the reader. But Henry Gifford does an admirable job of presenting
concepts precisely and then walking the reader through concrete
examples. As we follow the path Gifford has laid out, our
understanding gradually unfolds in breadth and depth around each
topic. Reading this book for an extended period, I felt a little like I
do after visiting a museum or gallery, learning how an artist sees
the world and then walking out on the street seeing the world in
a slightly different way.

Buildings Don’t Lie (Energy Saving
Press, 2017) is available for $75
from buildingsdontlie.com.

Reading Gifford’s work, I find myself adopting his methodical way of articulating ideas. More
importantly, I begin looking at buildings in a new way. Evidence of how they might be performing in
the presence of heat, air, and water appears. I recognize how these elements combine as weather
and indoor environments to transform and move through a building. I see how light and sound
respond, and imagine how fire and deadly smoke might spread.
The book is packed with photos of existing buildings showing telltale signs of how all those forces
have manifested on building materials, and that is where this book proves most valuable. Anyone
with an interest in sleuthing out building-performance problems will benefit from taking the long
journey through this book’s 564 pages, and later using its detailed and innovative “glindex”—a
combined glossary and index. In it, Gifford provides definitions of terms along with page citations;
this proves useful as a learning tool and as a resource for those of us still learning the terms and
wanting to surf back to the graphics that show how these terms apply to building performance.
The bulk of the book is organized into twin chapters addressing theory first, followed by practice:
One chapter frames key scientific principles (of heat, air, water, light, sound, fire, and pests), followed
by a chapter that explores in photos and drawings specific applications of those principles at work.
The knowledge conveyed in these twin chapters is combined in later chapters to address building
enclosures, indoor air quality, and heating and cooling systems (three key chapters for the majority of readers). This organization provides an effective way to build knowledge. Buildings Don’t Lie
would likely make an effective textbook for many introductory building design courses, but it also
has a place as a resource for those of us not pursuing an academic path to building knowledge.
Transformative Information
Henry Gifford is no stranger to building science, but he has always been solidly rooted in hands-on
work. He’s been a mainstay of the New York City plumbing and heating world longer than JLC has
been in existence. (JLC started as New England Builder in 1983; Gifford started work as the East
Side Energy Company in 1982.) During his professional career, he’s made significant technical
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contributions, including a formula that simplifies the sizing of pipes and pumps for hydronic heating
systems (For more on this, see PDF).

Water details in masonry buildings.
Caulk alone doesn’t work.

This sill has an end dam. Better,
but water can still leak behind it.

On this end dam, the stucco
covering it will wick water.

The last option is the best but
is still not perfect. See why?

Each year since its inception, he’s participated in the Building Science Symposium (an event hosted
by Joe Lstiburek, the “dean of North American building science,” where building-science movers
and shakers the world over gather for “summer camp” to explore new ideas and debate old ones).
One year, he and architect Chris Benedict enacted a skit to demonstrate the “Perfect Energy Code,”
a proposed building regulation that requires just three numbers—the square footage of the building, the heating equipment size, and the cooling equipment size—to show compliance. At the 2008
Building Science Symposium, Gifford gave a scathing critique of green building rating systems, a
report that centered on USGBC’s LEED system. (You can read Gifford’s report here.) Gifford eventually filed a class-action lawsuit against the USGBC, demonstrating that the energy performance of
LEED-certified buildings tends to be worse than the majority of non-certified buildings. No one ever
successfully disputed his claim, but the suit was thrown out of court because Gifford wasn’t advocating a competing rating system and the court could find no basis for damages. (So who needs
lawsuits? It’s what’s true that matters. Lstiburek cites Gifford as the person who asked the hard
questions here.)
As you can gather from these examples, Gifford comes up with bold, transformative ideas, and he is
not at all shy about presenting them. Buildings Don’t Lie is infused with the same revolutionary spirit.
For example, in “Heat: Basic Science,” we learn how heat moves. In most building-science texts, we
are introduced to the ways sensible heat moves—by conduction, convection, and radiation. Gifford
is not afraid to turn up the flame on our understanding of the basics: He adds latent heat to this
discussion and (stickler that he is for scientific precision) is clear to point out that convection is not a
flow of energy from molecule to molecule, but a movement of heat-carrying fluids. Fortunately, he is
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also quick to not get too bogged down in minutiae,
adding, “Whatever the count, all are important ...”
There are a number of brand-new practical ideas in
this book. Gifford shows us how to use a laser pointer
to check if windows have a low-e coating, and how to
determine exactly which glazing surfaces are coated.
And in the final chapter, he offers developers of large
multifamily and office buildings radical advice on
eliminating ventilation served through forced-air
heating systems by installing separate ERVs on each
floor instead. It’s a way not only to provide more-efficient
ventilation, but also to gain one extra floor from the
space normally taken up by the ventilation for three
floors. Urban developers ought to be thrilled about
gaining more rentable space.

Buildings Don’t Lie is peppered with picture quizzes.
This one points to the siding under the eaves of the
porch (blue arrow) and asks why it is more weathered
than the siding on the main house (red arrow). No
spoilers here; you’ll have to buy the book.

Gifford is a product of New York City and he is best at describing urban masonry buildings. Some of
his descriptions will be frustrating for folks who work in single-family detached homes. For example,
in describing how to air-seal drywall, he seems to ignore that most homes framed with precut studs
leave enough space along the bottom edge of the drywall so you can lift the second panel with a
kicker. The idea of caulking the bottom edge of drywall panels to the floor would be impossible for
many drywall crews.
Gifford, in his ultra-principled manner, also avoids any mention whatsoever of product names in
the book and the word acrobatics he performs to describe, for example, Zip System, adds to the
confusion that a reader might already experience grappling with new concepts.
I don’t think any such limitations should dissuade you from taking time to study this book. This is not
a how-to manual or a field guide of building details and reference data. Critiquing Gifford’s analysis
on linguistic grounds, or finding places where his experience varies with regional building practices,
misses the point. This book requires study and patience. If you are willing to immerse yourself in its
pages, it will change the way you think about buildings. Then you won’t need a book; you can apply
your own insights to solve real-world, ever-present problems in buildings of all sizes.
About the Author
		
		
Clayton DeKorne is the Editor of THE JOURNAL OF LIGHT CONSTRUCTION.
		
He was the founding editor of TOOLS OF THE TRADE (1993) and COASTAL
		
CONTRACTOR (2004), and the founding educational director for JLC LIVE (1995).
Clayton DeKorne
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Flu Shot Advisory
With Influenza Widespread in CT and 3 Flu Related Deaths Already This Season, DPH Advises It’s
Still Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot
Influenza (flu) activity has rapidly increased in the past two weeks and has contributed to the deaths
of three individuals in Connecticut over the age of 65 so far this season, according to the State
Department of Public Health (DPH). While the increase in flu activity and deaths is not unusual for
this time of year, DPH Commissioner Dr. Raul Pino strongly urged people who have not yet had a flu
shot to get one.
“With the winter months and holidays bringing people together, typically indoors, people need to
protect themselves from bringing home a present that no one wants: the flu. It is not too late to
get the flu vaccination, and people should not be deterred from getting the shot because of recent
reports that the vaccine hasn’t been as effective in other parts of the world,” said Dr. Pino. “While we
don’t yet know how effective this year’s vaccine will be, we do know that the flu shot will give people
more protection against the flu, and at the very least will lessen the symptoms if flu is contracted,
than not having the shot at all.”
Influenza is a contagious respiratory illness that is spread through the air and by direct contact with
respiratory droplets. Typical symptoms of the flu include sudden fever, aching muscles, sore throat,
coughing, runny nose, headache, and eye pain. While anyone, particularly individuals who are not
vaccinated, can contract the flu, the illness is especially dangerous for certain groups, including:
people aged 65 and older; children younger than 2 years old; people of any age with chronic medical
conditions, like asthma, diabetes, congestive heart failure, or lung disease; and pregnant women.
As of December 16, 2017, 355 laboratory confirmed cases of influenza have been reported in
Connecticut, an increase of 100 cases over the previous week. 144 Connecticut patients have been
hospitalized with confirmed cases of influenza, including 46 new hospitalizations between December
9th and December 16th. Overall, the most prevalent strain of influenza seen in Connecticut thus far
this season is Influenza A (H3N2), which typically causes more severe illness than other flu strains.
“Give you and your family the gift of health this season by getting the flu shot and taking other steps
to protect against illness: stay home if you are sick, wash your hands thoroughly and often especially
when preparing and handling food, cover your coughs and sneezes, and let someone else do the
cooking if you are not feeling well,” added Dr. Pino.
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This is from our friends in the real estate community. Becoming a bit outdated but a
very nice breakdown of the effects in the bullets on the first page
What you need to know about final tax bill.

Tax Reform Heads to the President
Lawmakers in the House and Senate passed tax reform
legislation today, paving the way for the bill to go to
President Donald Trump for his signature. The President
has said he intends to sign the bill by Christmas.
NAR worked with members of the House-Senate
conference committee to help educate them on how to
improve the final bill. After the vote, President Elizabeth
Mendenhall issued the following statement:
“The results are mixed. We saved the exclusion for
capital gains on the sale of a home and protected the
mortgage interest deduction for second homes. Many agents and brokers who earn income
from personal services will also see some significant new benefits in their business.
Despite these successes, we still have some hard work ahead of us. Significant legislative
initiatives often require fixes to address unintended consequences, and this bill is no
exception. The new tax regime will fundamentally alter the benefits of homeownership by
nullifying incentives for individuals and families while keeping those incentives in place for
large institutional investors.
That should concern any middle-class family looking to claim their piece of the American
Dream.”
Although the final tax reform bill is far from perfect, it is significantly better for homeowners than previous versions. That’s thanks to the efforts you made. REALTORS® generated
over 300,000 emails and telephone calls to members of Congress over two Calls for Action
and held countless in-person meetings with legislators, all of which helped shape the final
product.
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Last-minute changes to the bill include the following improvements:
• C
 apital gains exclusion. In a huge win for current and prospective homeowners,
current law is left in place on the capital gains exclusion of $250,000 for an
individual and $500,000 for married couples on the sale of a home. Both the House
and the Senate had sought to make it much harder to qualify for the exclusion.
• M
 ortgage interest deduction. The maximum mortgage amount for households
deducting their mortgage interest has been decreased to $750,000 from the
current $1 million limit. The House bill sought a reduction to $500,000.
• S
 tate and local tax deductions. Both property taxes and state and local income
taxes remain deductible, although with a combined limit of $10,000. Both the
House and Senate bills sought to eliminate the state and local income tax
deduction altogether.
• P
 ass-through entities. The bill significantly reduces the effective rate of tax on
business income earned by independent contractors and income received from
pass-through entities. This change will lower the taxes of many real estate
professionals.
Next steps
Enactment of the bill does not end NAR’s effort to reduce the negative impact on
homeowners. “REALTORS®’ work on tax issues will continue,” says Mendenhall,
“and we look forward to joining members of Congress from both sides of the
rotunda on that endeavor.”
Click HERE to Access details of the bill.
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A Guideline Toward Safer Deck Railings
By Frank Woeste, Joseph Loferski
An ICC Guideline that spells out how to actually install guard posts that meet code requirements
would be an invaluable tool for both builders and inspectors.
For years, the IRC has required that deck top railings be strong
enough to resist 200-lb. concentrated loads applied at any point
and in any direction along the top of the top rail. The purpose of the
200-lb. load requirement, of course, is to prevent someone from
falling from an elevated deck for any number of reasons, including
simply tripping on the deck surface. Unfortunately, despite efforts
to introduce prescriptive guard post connection details into the
code that would meet the 200-lb. outward load requirement (see
Looking Ahead to the 2018 IRC, by Chuck Bajnai, PDB September
2016), the 2015 (or 2018) IRC doesn’t offer guidance for builders or
inspectors on how to connect the guard post to the deck structure,
meeting the IRC requirement.

Photo: Mike Guertin

But there’s another potential avenue for getting guard post design details into the hands of builders
and building officials: By creating an ICC Guideline. Though not a code or standard, and therefore
not mandatory, an ICC guideline could be used to provide a pathway to details that could eventually
be adopted by the IRC. In the meantime, the Guideline development process could open the door
for input by all stakeholders, especially deck contractors and practicing engineers, and result in a
useful benchmark for the design and construction of guards until it is codified.
What We Know About Guard Post Connections
When someone falls through a deck guard and is either hurt or killed, the failure point is typically
the connection of the guard post to the deck structure. While the outward force of a 200-lb. person
simply leaning against a residential deck rail is relatively small, if that person trips the dynamic load
on the top rail can easily reach 200-lbs. or more. And as our testing at Virginia Tech has shown (see
Tested Guardrail Post Connections for Residential Decks, Structure Magazine, July 2007, and Strong
Rail-Post Connections for Wooden Decks, JLC, February 2005), guard posts and their connection
to the deck (or balcony) structure are most highly stressed when loads are applied at the top of the
post and in an outward direction.
Without guidance from the code community, many deck contractors “guess” as to what detail
constitutes a safe guard post connection, typically followed by a plan reviewer or building inspector
making an approval decision without guidance beyond what they may have seen used in the past.
Because of the lack of prescriptive detail in the IRC, some building inspectors use the “push test” to
evaluate a guard, where they apply a small load - maybe 15 lbs. – and observe how much the guard
deflects. But this test is a measure of stiffness, not strength: A dangerous nailed-on guard post could
appear stiff when loaded by a small outward load, yet with a slightly larger load, the post connection
to the deck band can suddenly fail, resulting in total collapse of the guard section.
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For comparison, think about pulling out a nail with a claw hammer or crow bar. On the first attempt,
the nail may not even budge, but a second and more forceful attempt can produce nearly total withdrawal of the nail. Pushing on a constructed guard post is analogous to the first attempt at removing
the nail with a claw hammer; tripping and falling against the post is analogous to the second, more
forceful attempt.
Our team at Virginia Tech University tested stress-rated 4x4
guard post connections from 2004 through 2008. Our lab
test specimens were “perfectly fabricated” using new No.2
Southern Pine lumber for the framing, and 4x4 guard posts.
Over the 5-year period of our research, the tests were witnessed by hundreds of continuing education course participants, about a quarter of them code officials, inspectors, or
plan reviewers. What we found is that common guard post
connections typically would fail at loads between 20 percent
and 75 percent of the target test load of 500 lbs.
Why 500 lbs., instead of the IRC-designated 200-lbs? The
purpose of a test safety factor is to account for a number
of variables, including the fact that actual deck guard post
connections are never “perfectly fabricated” in the field.
Other variables include the near weakest post in the tested
grade and species, the near lowest density of the joists
that holds the bolts or screws, and uncertainty about the
maximum load the post connection will experience
in-service. Based on our judgment, we selected a test load
safety factor of 2.5, which was also the minimum test safety
factor in previous editions of the model building codes.

Here is the simulated deck joist/band/guard post
configuration tested by the team at Virginia Tech.
A chain was attached 37.5-inches (36” code
required+1.5”) above the joists, over to a pulley,
and up to a load cell. The test was conducted by
raising the test machine load head which produced
a horizontal force on the guard post.

This post detail - which relies on blocking, ½-inch bolts,
and screws - failed the load test. In fact, the only post
details that passed the authors’ testing were ones made
with load-rated metal connectors. Without the connector
approach, the deck band “peels off” at load levels between
20-75 percent of the test requirement.
After a long series of unsuccessful test configurations, we
finally figured out a way to build a guard post connection
that could resist the 500-lb. test load at the top of the post.
The solution was to use load-rated connector rather than
a “fasteners only” approach. The “connector solution” for
attaching a guard post to decks has been widely published
in contractor magazines and engineering journals. In fact,
the American Wood Council’s popular DCA-6 includes a
detail for connecting a 4x4 post to a deck, which is based
on our published research on guard post connection testing.
This is a resource that often is used by deck builders,

This post detail - which relies on blocking, ½-inch
bolts, and screws - failed the load test. In fact, the
only post details that passed the authors’ testing
were ones made with load-rated metal connectors.
Without the connector approach, the deck band
“peels off” at load levels between 20-75 percent of
the test requirement.
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building code jurisdictions, and by homeowners, many of whom rely on its deck post connection
recommendation. To our knowledge, at least three manufacturers now market metal hardware
specifically designed to be used for connecting guard posts to decks. However, despite these
efforts, none of these solutions are in the IRC code.

American Wood Council
The AWC’s DCA-6 guard post connection detail,
which is strong enough to meet code requirements.

The Value of an ICC Guideline
Plan reviewers and inspectors are left without guidance - beyond DCA-6 - on any proposed
alternative details that would have sufficient strength to safely resist the code-mandated 200-lb.
concentrated load requirement. Some contractors argue – without any testing evidence – that there
are other 4x4 guard post connection details that are safe. But without that evidence, and because
of the gap in the current IRC on how to prescriptively construct a guard post attachment to a deck,
the code community faces the near impossible task of ensuring that deck guard constructions they
approve will in fact safely resist the code specified design load in-service.
Until a proposal to the IRC for prescriptive guard post details is finally approved and adopted, an
ICC Guideline could be valuable in an attempt to protect life and prevent fall injuries/fatalities from
decks and balconies. Plan reviewers need a concise document that addresses the complicated
issue of guard post attachment to decks. The value of the proposed Guideline is vast—all
residential plan reviewers can benefit from an ICC published Guideline by using it in deck/balcony
plan checking and inspection until this life safety issue is addressed by the IRC, hopefully within
the next decade.
About the Author
Frank Woeste
Frank Woeste is professor emeritus at Virginia Tech University and a wood construction consultant.
fwoeste@vt.edu.
About the Author
Joseph Loferski
Joseph Loferski is Professor of Sustainable Biomaterials at Virginia Tech University.
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Repoduced with Permission of JLC Magazine

JLCONLINE.COM

Q

What are the pros and cons of
a block foundation vs. a poured
foundation?

A

Nate Eldon, owner of Eldon Builders, a custom home–building and remodeling company in Cape May, N.J., responds:
A lot depends on your region. In southern New Jersey, I’ve
built both block foundations and poured foundations, but the most
common foundation in this area is of concrete block (CMU). Concrete block is readily available and doesn’t take much of an investment on the part of the foundation contractor—a mixer for the mortar, some shovels, trowels, and levels seem to be all that’s needed.
Block foundations have good load-bearing strength, but their
lateral strength is limited unless the block is fully grouted with
rebar (which is rarely done). Because of high water tables and flood
zones, most of our foundations are crawlspaces with short walls,
although certain lots in some flood zones require taller walls. In
these flood zones, local building codes do not allow much of a
change in elevation from the inside of a foundation to the surrounding grade, so fully excavated basements are not possible.
Outside of flood zones, I have done a few poured-concrete base-

Q&A

ment foundations. Poured walls in this area are typically 10 inches
thick with rebar 2 feet on-center, so they have much more lateral
strength than a typical block foundation. When walls are tall, pouring is much faster than using block. Block is more labor intensive—
especially as the height of the wall increases. For a poured wall, extra
height just means taller forms and more materials. Also, the porosity
of CMUs makes waterproofing more difficult in a full foundation.
Costs vary from region to region, but in this area, poured stemwall foundations cost about 20% less than block foundations of the
same height. In my most recent experience, an 8x16 CMU foundation went for about $6.25 per square foot of wall compared with about
$5 per square foot for 10-inch-thick poured walls. Tall CMU walls
would likely require grout and rebar, so any cost comparison for
them would go out the window.
Although poured concrete makes for a superior foundation wall,
in my area, few foundation contractors have invested in the forms.
A poured-wall contractor based nearby told me that he had $200,000
invested in forms; it’s not an easy business to get into without financing. Also, the complex foundations in flood zones require flood
and air venting, pre-formed beam pockets, and penetrations that are
more easily executed in a block foundation; a poured foundation
would call for more diligent layout and installation management.
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Q

The article “Sealing a Chimney Chase” (Oct/17)
pertains to a brick chimney. How would I seal the
chase for an existing double-wall metal chimney?

A

Matt Damon, owner of Penobscot Home
Performance, a weatherization company based in Bucksport, Maine, responds:
The procedure for sealing around an existing cylindrical double-wall metal chimney is similar to
that for sealing around a brick chimney. Be aware
that metal-chimney companies make materials
to air-seal new chimneys, but using them would
require dismantling an existing chimney.
Start with a rectangular piece of 26-gauge
sheet metal large enough to cover the framed
chase. On the sheet, locate and draw a circle that
has the same diameter as the outside of the pipe
and cut it out.
As with a masonry chimney, take care to
seal any gaps in the chase that are more than
2 inches away from the pipe, using rigid foam

and one-part foam sealant. Note that double-wall
pipe manufacturers may rate their products for
zero clearance to combustibles, but I would try
to maintain a gap of at least 2 inches to be on the
safe side.
Cut the sheet metal in half and slip it around
the pipe, as shown below. Screw the metal to the
framing, sealing it with high-temperature caulk
at the framing and where the metal contacts the
pipe. To seal the edge of the metal where it was cut
in half, bridge the caulked seam with a small strip
of the same sheet metal.
Even if the pipe is rated for zero clearance, I
would recommend wrapping it with 2-inch Roxul
batts. Blown-in cellulose treated with borate is
fire-resistant, but the fireproof Roxul would provide some additional peace of mind.

Air-Sealing Retrofit for a Double-Wall Metal Chimney
Retrofit sheet metal air barrier cut
in half and slipped around existing
double-wall metal chimney

Ex. double-wall chimney extends
through roof to chimney cap
Minimum clearance
to combustibles
per manufacturer's
recommendations

Attic joists

Metal chimney
wrapped with
2" Roxul mineralwool insulation

Drywall
ceiling
Existing ceiling support
by flue manufacturer

14

Seam sealed with
high-temperature caulk
and small strips of sheet
metal pressed into caulk

Sheet metal screwed
to existing framing,
sealed with hightemperature caulk
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Existing ceiling
support fitting
Ex. single-wall chimney
from device below

Illustration by Tim Healey

Blown-in
cellulose
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Articles published in CAHI Monthly are
the sole opinion of the author. CAHI
does not endorse or state a position for
or against the content of said articles.
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